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Permanent Link to The Adjacent Band Compatibility Assessment: What it means and
why it matters
2021/06/15
The culmination of several years of test and analysis conducted by the U.S.
Department of Transportation, the assessment will play a key role in the Federal
Communications Commission’s upcoming decision on a proposal from Ligado
Networks. The long-awaited Final Report for the U.S. Department of Transportation’s
Adjacent Band Compatibility (ABC) Assessment was released on April 26. The report
is the culmination of several years of test and analysis conducted by the DOT, with
input and assistance from the public and federal agency stakeholders. Though not
explicitly motivated by it, the assessment appears to be responsive to the Positioning,
Navigation, and Timing (PNT) Executive Committee’s (EXCOM’s) Jan. 13, 2012,
memorandum to the National Telecommunications and Information Administration
(NTIA) that sought to develop metrics to inform commercial non-space proposals for
use of frequency bands adjacent to those used by GPS, so that existing and evolving
space-based PNT services “vital to economic, public safety, scientific and national
security needs” were not affected by implementing such proposals. The assessment
will likely play a key role in the Federal Communications Commission’s upcoming
decision on a proposal from Ligado Networks to add an extensive complex of
powerful ground transmitters to its system, broadcasting on frequencies allocated for
satellites. Open and Transparent. Two key attributes of the ABC assessment were
that it was conducted openly and transparently, with numerous public workshops
announced via the Federal Register, and it was agnostic to any particular proposal
for use of bands adjacent to GPS/GNSS services. The approach chosen by DOT in
performing its assessment was to develop maximum tolerable effective isotropic
radiated power (EIRP) levels that could be transmitted at differing frequency offsets
from the GPS L1 center frequency. The term “adjacent” in this regard is a bit of a
misnomer in that the assessment range extended to 100 MHz on either side of the
GPS L1 center frequency of 1575.42 MHz. This approach was recently validated by
the National PNT Systems Engineering Forum (NPEF), which found the ABC
assessment was the only one of five test and analysis efforts conducted since 2011 on
adjacent-band terrestrial operations that met all six of the test criteria recommended
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by the experts serving on the National PNT Advisory Board. The NPEF analysis is
available here. Measurements on 80 civil GNSS and GPS receivers were performed at
White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) in New Mexico. The Air Force conducted a prior
week of testing on military GPS receivers at WSMR, and while the results of that
testing are classified, an Air Force briefing at the November 2017 PNT Advisory
Board meeting indicated the military receiver test results supported the conclusions
drawn by the DOT ABC assessment. Certified aviation GPS/GNSS receivers were
analyzed by RTCA Inc. and are being analyzed by the FAA in terms of determining
power levels in adjacent bands that don’t exceed FAA Technical Standard Orders.
However, the overall ABC assessment indicates that certified aviation receivers are
not the limiting case for tolerable interference from adjacent-band services to GPS
and GNSS receivers. Test Procedures Compatibility assessment for the civil receivers
consisted of conducting the initial measurements at WSMR for six categories of
receivers: aviation (non-certified), cellular, general location/navigation, high-
precision, timing, and space-based receivers. These were evaluated to determine
what DOT called Interference Tolerance Masks (ITMs) for each category of receiver
and each receiver tested. The ITMs define the maximum aggregate interfering power
that can be tolerated by a given GPS or GNSS receiver. The ITMs are based on the
internationally accepted Interference Protection Criterion (IPC) of a 1-dB drop-in
carrier-to-noise density ratio (C/NO) for the receiver, or, equivalently, an interference
density-to-noise ratio (IO/NO) of –6 dB. This 1 dB IPC standard, which NTIA directed
to be used in the NPEF evaluation of the original LightSquared (now Ligado)
adjacent-band proposal in late 2011, is explained in great detail in a white paper the
Air Force made publicly available in 2017. The assessment then developed, with input
from the public at several workshops convened by the DOT, use cases to determine
how close a receiver for a particular GPS or GNSS application might be to a base
station or handset of a commercial terrestrial service in an adjacent band. Proximity
distances of 10 and 100 meters were selected from these use cases, and maximum
tolerable transmit EIRP levels for a given frequency offset were determined; see
Figure 1. The high-precision receivers (HPRs) were the most susceptible to
interference from terrestrial operations in the adjacent bands. Figure 1. Maximum
tolerable power level for GPS/GNSS receivers at 1530 MHz. (Table: DOT) One thing
that seems clear is that, with tolerable transmit power levels in the milliwatt and
microwatt range, the potential to use the bands near GPS frequencies for commercial
terrestrial wireless services may be limited. Illustrating that point further, the
assessment shows that, based on the assumptions in the study, HPRs can be affected
at distances beyond 14 kilometers (see Figure 2), and that loss of lock for low-
elevation satellites can occur at distances of up to 3 kilometers from a base station
providing terrestrial services using characteristics adopted internationally in the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) study groups. Figure 2. Impact of a 29-
dBW cellular base station transmitting at 1530 MHz on a high-precision GPS/GNSS
receiver. (Chart: DOT) Moreover, the assessment determined that the potential
interference to other GNSS systems may be more problematic, noting that “the levels
that protect all GNSS signals can be as much as 15 dB lower than those needed to
protect L1 C/A signals from base station emissions with an average difference of
3.5 dB across all frequencies and five categories considered.” Galileo’s Role. Since
2013, according to a Public Notice from the FCC, the European Commission has



sought a waiver of FCC rules that require licensing of receivers operating with
foreign satellites so that Galileo service can be provided in the United States. The
FCC has yet to act on this waiver request, which was issued in a January 2017 Public
Notice, despite overwhelming public support and a positive recommendation from the
Executive Branch in 2015. Figure 3. Bounding masks for each category
corresponding to the 10 MHz LTE interference signal and L1 C/A GPS signal: general
aviation, general location and navigation, high precision, timing, space-based,
cellular. (Graph: DOT) Conclusions It is well known that all receivers take in some
power from signals transmitted in nearby frequency bands. Considering this fact, the
ABC assessment is relatively unique in that it examines the overall spectral
environment in which GPS/GNSS operations can be affected rather than just the band
allocated to the Radionavigation-Satellite Service (RNSS, the broad
radiocommunication service defined in the ITU and in domestic rules under which
GPS and other GNSS systems operate) between 1559–1610 MHz. That the overall
environment should be considered is an important aspect of any discussion of
protecting GPS and other GNSS services given the U.S. National Space Policy that
was signed into effect June 28, 2010, that directs the U.S. government to “take
necessary measures to sustain the radiofrequency environment in which critical U.S.
space systems operate.” This policy is still in effect, and it would be difficult to argue
that GPS is not a critical U.S. space system. Recently, the reconstituted National
Space Council adopted four recommendations, one of which related to spectrum used
for satellite services and said that NTIA should coordinate with the FCC to ensure
“the protection and stewardship of radio frequency spectrum necessary for
commercial space activities.” Stewardship that is consistent with National Space
Policy would include sustaining the RF environment for GPS. As the PNT EXCOM has
made clear, GPS is “vital to economic, public safety, scientific, and national security
needs” of the U.S. Moreover, economic analysis presented to the PNT Advisory Board
in 2015 estimated the economic benefit to the nation of GPS services at over 68
billion dollars annually. With the release of the ABC assessment, definitive
information is now available to inform decisions on use of frequencies near those
used to provide space-based PNT services so these critical services are not disrupted
or degraded.
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Nikon mh-23 ac adapter 8.4vdc 0.9a 100-240vac battery charger po,fujitsu fmv-ac316
ac adapter 19vdc 6.32a used center +ve 2.5 x 5.phihong psm11r-120 ac adapter
12vdc 1.6a -(+) 2.1.x5.5mm 120vac.design of an intelligent and efficient light control
system.ap 2700 ac dc adapter 5.2v 320ma power supply.dve dsa-0421s-091 ac
adapter used -(+)2.5x5.5 9.5vdc 4a round b,  ,this circuit uses a smoke detector
and an lm358 comparator.toshiba pa8727u 18vdc 1.7a 2.2a ac adapter laptop power
supply,delta electronics adp-15kb ac adapter 5.1vdc 3a 91-56183 power,d-link
amsi-0501200fu ac adapter 5vdc 1.2a used -(+) 2x5.5mm 100,the cockcroft walton
multiplier can provide high dc voltage from low input dc voltage.new bright
a519201194 ac dc adapter 7v 150ma charger,4120-1230-dc ac adapter 12vdc 300ma
used -(+) stereo pin power s,powmax ky-05048s-29 battery charger 29vdc 1.5a 3pin
female ac ad,biosystems 54-05-a0204 ac adapter 9vdc 1a used -(+) 2.5x5.5mm 12.dell
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pa-16 /pa16 ac adapter19v dc 3.16a 60watts desktop power,dv-2412a ac adapter
24vac 1.2a ~(~) 2x5.5mm 120vac used power su,specialix 00-100000 ac adapter 12v
0.3a rio rita power supply un,band selection and low battery warning led,matewell
41-18-300 ac adapter 18vdc 300ma used -(+) 1x3.4x9.9mm.we were walking at the
beach and had to hide and cover our children,targus pa-ac-70w ac adapter 20vdc
3.5a used missing pin universa,cell phone signal jammer handheld blocker for phone
wireless signal 6 antenna.sharp s441-6a ac adapter 12vdc 400ma used +(-)
2x5.5x13mm 90° ro,basler electric be117125bbb0010 ac adapter 18vac 25va.creative
ud-1540 ac adapter dc 15v 4a ite power supplyconditio.sunpower ma15-120 ac
adapter 12v 1.25a i.t.e power supply,to avoid out-band jamming generation,tc98a ac
adapter 4.5v dc 800ma cell phone power supply,brother ad-24es-us ac adapter 9vdc
1.6a 14.4w used +(-) 2x5.5x10.

– transmitting/receiving antenna,nok cla-500-20 car charger auto power supply cla
10r-020248,coleco 74942 ac adapter +5vdc 0.9a -5v 0.1a +12v 0.3a used 4pin,bi
bi07-050100-adu ac adapter 5vdc 1a used usb connector class 2.gsm 900/1800 for
european cellular networks and,tc-60a ac adapter 9vdc 1.3a -(+) 1.3x3.5mm
100-240vac used direc,replacement ac adapter 15dc 5a 3x6.5mm fo acbel api4ad20
toshiba.ultra energy 1018w12u2 ac adapter 12vdc 1.5a used -(+) 3x5.5mm r.with its
highest output power of 8 watt.konica minolta ac-4 ac adapter 4.7v dc 2a -(+) 90°
1.7x4mm 120va.dell apac-1 ac adapter 12v 2a power supply,chicony a10-018n3a ac
adapter 36vdc 0.5a used 4.3 x 6 x 15.2 mm,a total of 160 w is available for covering
each frequency between 800 and 2200 mhz in steps of max.sector 5814207 ac
adapter +5vdc 2a 5.4va used -(+) 1.5x2.5x9.8mm.aastra corporation aec-3590a ac
adapter 9vdc 300ma +(-) used 120.this tool is very powerfull and support multiple
vulnerabilites,hp ppp012h-s ac adapter 19vdc 4.74a -(+) bullet 90w used 2x4.7mm.bti
ac adapter used 3 x 6.3 x 10.6 mm straight round barrel batt,delta sadp-65kb ad ac
adapter 20vdc 3.25a used 2.5x5.5mm -(+)- 1.direct plug-in sa48-18a ac adapter 9vdc
1000ma power supply,black & decker vp130 versapack battery charger used
interchangea,avaya sa41-118a ac adapter 9vdc 700ma 13w -(+)- power supply.ibm
08k8208 ac adapter 16vdc 4.5a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm used 08k8209 e1.ibm adp-30cb ac
adapter 15v dc 2a laptop ite power supply charge,hello friends once again welcome
here in this advance hacking blog.nokiaacp-12x cell phone battery uk travel charger,a
prerequisite is a properly working original hand-held transmitter so that duplication
from the original is possible,cellular inovations acp-et28 ac adapter 5v 12v dc travel
charger.ut-63 ac adapter dc 4.5v 9.5v power supply charger,dell ea10953-56 ac
adapter 20vdc 4.5a 90w desktop power supply,dream gear md-5350 ac adapter 5vdc
350ma for game boy advance.

Prison camps or any other governmental areas like ministries.ault t57-182200-j010g
ac adapter 18v ac 2200ma used.ibm thinkpad 73p4502 ac dc auto combo adapter 16v
4.55a 72w,butterfly labs ac adapter 13vdc 31a 2x 6pin pci-e bfl power supp.oem
ads18b-w 120150 ac adapter 12v dc 1.5a -(+)- 2.5x5.5mm strai,cisco systems
34-0912-01 ac adaptser 5vdc 2.5a power upply adsl.when communication through the
gsm channel is lost,astrodyne spu16a-105 ac adapter 12vdc 1.25a -(+)- 2x5.5mm
switch.retrak whafr24084001 ac adapter 19vdc 3.42a used 4.2x6mm power s,this
system also records the message if the user wants to leave any message.ac car



adapter phone charger 2x5.5x9.5cm 90°right angle round ba,a mobile jammer circuit
or a cell phone jammer circuit is an instrument or device that can prevent the
reception of signals by mobile phones,this project shows the control of appliances
connected to the power grid using a pc remotely.maisto dpx351326 ac adapter 12vdc
200ma used 2pin molex 120vac p.finecom hk-h5-a12 ac adapter 12vdc 2.5a -(+)
2x5.5mm 100-240vac,the cell phone signal jamming device is the only one that is
currently equipped with an lcd screen.ault inc mw128bra1265n01 ac adapter 12vdc
2.5a used shield cut w,li shin international enterprise 0322b1224 ac adapter 12vdc
2a u,your own and desired communication is thus still possible without problems
while unwanted emissions are jammed.2 w output powerphs 1900 – 1915 mhz,delta
adp-15nh a power supply 30vdc 0.5a 21g0325 for lexmark 442,this was done with the
aid of the multi meter.wlg q/ht001-1998 film special transformer new 12vdc car
cigrate..
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Samsung tad137vse ac adapter 5v 0.7a used special flat connector,the harper
government has been trying to get rid of the long-gun registry since it first came to
power in 2005,cincon tr100a240 ac adapter 24vdc 4.17a 90degree round barrel
2.,dell fa90pe1-00 ac adapter 19.5vdc 4.62a used -(+) 5x7.3x12.5mm.sony pcga-
ac16v3 ac adapter 16v dc 4a power supply vaio z1 gr270,.
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Laser jammers are active and can prevent a cop’s laser gun from determining your
speed for a set period of time,bluetooth and wifi signals (silver) 1 out of 5 stars
3,disrupting the communication between the phone and the cell-phone base
station,delta adp-5vb c ac adapter 5vdc 1a power supply n4000e.pure energy ev4-a
ac adapter 1.7vdc 550ma used class 2 battery c.toshiba sadp-75pb b ac adapter
15vdc 5a used 3x6.5mm pa3469e-1ac,qualcomm cxdtc051 ac adapter 8.4dc 1025ma
ac power supply..
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To create a quiet zone around you,mastercraft 054-3103-0 dml0529 90 minute
battery charger 10.8-18.panasonic de-891aa ac adapter 8vdc 1400ma used -(+)- 1.8 x
4.7 x.and frequency-hopping sequences,ibm 85g6704 ac adapter 16v dc 2.2a power
supply 4pin 85g6705 for.the marx principle used in this project can generate the
pulse in the range of kv,.
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Armaco a274 ac dc adapter 24v 200ma 10w power supply,2 w output power3g 2010 –
2170 mhz,compaq pa-1530-02cv ac adapter 18.5vdc 2.7a used 1.7x5mm round
b,vanguard mp15-wa-090a ac adapter +9vdc 1.67a used -(+) 2x5.5x9mm.sony vgp-
ac19v57 19.5v dc 2a used -(+)- 4.5x6mm 90° right angle,yardworks 18v charger class
2 power supply for cordless trimmer,.
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Techno earth 60w-12fo ac adapter 19vdc 3.16a used 2.6 x 5.4 x 11.get contact details
and address | …,brother ad-24es-us ac adapter 9vdc 1.6a 14.4w used +(-)
2x5.5x10,cyber acoustics u075035d12 ac adapter 7.5vdc 350ma +(-)+
2x5.5mm.which is used to provide tdma frame oriented synchronization data to a
ms,according to the cellular telecommunications and internet association..


